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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

This chapter is devoted to draw some conclusions and suggestions 

based on the research findings and analysis presented in the preview 

chapter. 

A. Conclusion 

Having analyzed the data, the next step is drawing conclusions of 

request expression that is used in the movie entitled “The Journey of 

Mysterious Island 2”. Based on the findings of the data, request 

expression that is used in the movie entitled “The Journey of Mysterious 

Island 2”, were consits of five substrategies. They are: imperatives, 

performatives, obligation, want statement, and hint.  

All of those can be concluded that, obligation request strategy is the 

fewest than want statement, imperatives, and performatives. Meanwhile, 

hint request strategy has the most of the data. 

There are some reasons that are performed by the characters when 

they used request as an act to describe what they want from the other. For 

example, when one of the characters want to get some explanations from 

the other character. And also when they need some helps form other. The 

result of the research can be showed in Chapter IV from datum (1) until 

datum (50) with the context and analysis. 
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B. Suggestions 

Based on the result of the study, there are some suggestions that are 

addressed for students and future researchers who are willing to conduct 

a study on the same topic. 

 For the student who wants to conduct the study that has same 

topic, the study is expected can give a clear understanding in analyzing of 

request expression in the movie, real conversation in daily life or other 

source that releted to the topic. 

 The study is hoped can be a reference for the future researchers, 

when they wants to conduct the study that releted to the topic. Especially, 

in the study of request expression. And also the researcher hoped that, the 

next reseacher can develop the study that releted to the topic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


